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ABSTRACT: 
Water, together with soil, are the supporting resources of any area based business. Access to 

water is turning out to be progressively vital for ranchers particularly when their homestead 
organizations join inundated as opposed to rain-sustained ranch endeavors. The pattern towards 
lessening diffuse water contamination furthermore receiving natural plans, for example, the Higher 
Level Scheme, has additionally been a driver towards spring planting where soil dampness substance is 
basic.

On account of this, LEAF has built up its Water Management Tool to help ranchers to consider 
their momentum rehearses in overseeing water as an asset and whether there are chances to diminish 
their ecological impression, drive business opportunities and spare cash in the meantime. 

Huge numbers of these measures are straightforward, for example, introducing water meters 
or checking for breaks. Others are more perplexing so the device is useful to organizations both toward 
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the begin of considering their water use and the individuals who as of now have more complex controls 
set up. 

LEAF's Water Management Tool permits agriculturists, not just to gauge their business water 
impression regarding water utilized per ton of completed item, additionally the shading range of their 
water impression as far as water put away in the dirt as dampness (green water), surface and ground 
water (blue water) and reused or reused water (dark water). 

The nature of the water the business is utilizing as a part of terms of synthetic and 
microbiological measures will likewise influence the sorts of yields that can be developed on the 
homestead and eventually the gainful and monetary limit of the business. People who know the 
importance of water can understand very well that it has become very important to save water. We all 
know water is the most precious resource among all. Today we all are facing the biggest problem that is 
scarcity of water drinking water as the level of water is continually decreasing. Many nations have been 
facing water problems for years. Millions of people start their day in search of water, end of the day they 
succeed. In many countries people die because of contaminated water as they do not have any water 
resources that contain pure water.

 
The first question comes in mind when we talk about water management is how can we manage 

water. For this we need some well-planned strategies like if we know the places where heavy rainfall 
occur, then we can put extra efforts there in order to save water for future use. Thousands of gallons of 
water can be saved if we keep our drainage system proper.

Many non-profit organizations are coming forward and they approach people for the noble 
cause of saving water. They educate people that how they can manage and save water in their homes. A 
lot of water gets wasted due to leakage in water pipes. If we check all pipes and connections timely, 
then we can avoid leakage problems. Think twice when you waste water next time.

Management, Groundwater, Crisis, Irrigation, Sustainable, Equitable.

Water is one of the fundamental components required for the presence and survival of 
humanity. Other than extinguishing the thirst of living creatures, it assumes lead part in farming 
division as a basic contribution to the type of watering system. In spite of the fact that India is honored 
with rich characteristic assets, however there are couple of actualities which merit specifying at this 
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a. point, the nation constitutes around 16% world?s populace, yet has negligible around 4% of world?s 

surface water asset 
b. Still, the circumstance is superior to anything numerous different countries; so we ought treasure the 
situation, as well as strengthen our endeavors for the protection of this profitable asset. The post 
c. freedom period of the nation has seen huge framework improvement fundamentally went for 
upgrading the water stockpiling limit of the nation, mostly for watering system and hydropower era. 
This was crucial to guarantee self 
d. supportability of the nation itself as far as feeding its ever  developing populace

“Water Management is defined as the activity of planning, developing, distributing and 
managing the optimum use of water resources”. Water management is
to complete demands for water and seeks to allocate water on an equitable basis to satisfy all uses and 
demands

More than 40% of the world?s populace will live in territories of "extreme" water stress by 2050. 

Pressure on new water assets will see human clash in numerous parts of the world. 
Areas of contention incorporate Ganges-Brahmaputra River, Indus River and Mekong River 
Basins. 
768 million individuals, at persent, need access to a protected and solid wellspring of water. 

About 20% of the world?s aquifers today are  depleted. 

Agriculture represents more than 66% of utilization. 

1. India has 18% of the universes population;It has 4% of water assets of the world. 
2. Annual per capita accessibility of water was 1,816 cubic meter in 2001. 
3.Annual per capita accessibility of water reductions from 6,042 cubic meter in the year 1947 to 1,545 
cubic meter in 2011. 
4. Annual per capital accessibility of water will encourage lessen to 1,340 cubic meter by 2025 and to 
1,140 cubic meter by the year 2050. 

5. Average yearly capability of „utilizable? amount of water in the  country-1,121 Billion Cubic 

Meter(BCM)(surface water-690 BMC)(ground water-431 BMC) 
6. Estimated yearly necessity of water by the year 2050-1,180 BCM (1 cubic meter = 1000 liters) 
7. 90% of waste water released in streams does not meet natural standards. 
8. 65% water spillover goes into the ocean, which is a noteworthy wastage. 
9.Agriculture segment is the greatest clients of water took after by household division and mechanical 
part

1)To study the meaning of Water Management
2)To study the present scenario of water in India and Global.
3)To study importance of water Management in India.

MEANING OF WATER MANAGEMENT:

PRESENT WATER SCENARIO IN INDIA AND GLOBAL:
Global:-

ª

ª

ª

ª

ª

ª

India:- 

OBJECTIVE OF STUDY:
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4) To suggest remedies on such problem of unemployment.

With 70% of the earth's surface being water, it would seem logical to think there is plenty for all 
of our needs. We live in a world of water, but approximately 97% of it makes up the oceans. Ocean water 
is too salty to be used for drinking water, farming, or manufacturing. Only 3% of the world's water is 
fresh, and 2% of this supply is frozen in glaciers and ice caps. How much water does this leave us for use 
in everyday life? You got it, only 1%. The demands on our supply of water increase every year. The 
challenge of today is to learn how to use our water wisely. This challenge is greater now than ever 
before as industry and population continue to grow. The United States has always had a plentiful and 
easily available water supply. Water has been cheap and unfortunately people have been careless and 
wasteful

They have dumped untreated sewage, farm chemicals, and other wastes into rivers and lakes, 
spoiling the water. It is necessary to to start conserving our water because the supply of cheap, easily 
available water is shrinking in the United States, and the development of new supplies will become 
more costly. If we hope to keep costs down we must all conserve. Each of us has a moral and personal 
responsibility to conserve this precious resource. Here are a few helpful hints on how to conserve our 
water supply.
 
• Wait to run the dishwasher until it is full.
• Fill up the sink to wash your hands instead of letting the water run.
• Use a water saving shower head.
• Avoid long showers.
• Buy water softeners that only regenerate on demand instead of those that run on a timer.
• Fix drippy faucets.
• Check bathroom toilets for leaks. (Twice a year add a few drops of food coloring to the tank. If the 
colored water enters the bowl on its own, then you know you need to have it repaired.)
• Water your lawn early in the morning. (Moisture in lawns watered during the middle of the day is 
mostly evaporated on a hot, sunny day.)
• Mow lawns at a higher level of 2.5 to 3 inches. (This will allow the grass to  become thicker and collect 
more dew, which gives your lawn extra moisture. Taller, thicker lawns collect more moisture.)
• Keep a cold container of drinking water in the refrigerator (instead of running water from the faucet 
until it is cold enough to drink).

India is developing country the problem of Water Management is affecting day- by-day. As 
discussed in the sections above, building sustainable, self-reliant user organizations is a time and 
resource -consuming activity, which cannot be achieved without full and strong commitment from 
State governments and Irrigation Departments.

A criticism of the participatory irrigation management programme in India to date is that it has 
been mandated on paper, but often not supported in practice with the resources and expertise 
required to change the status quo. Building any organization requires time, effort and resources; 
formation of effective water users associations is no different. Evidence exists in several locations in 
India that where adequate time, effort and resources are committed viable WUAs can be formed, with 
significant benefit to the users, and to the wider society in that irrigation schemes become more 

The Importance of Water Management

CONCLUSION:-
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efficient and  productive.
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